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IP Stakeholders in Singapore: Not Just the IP Office
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IP Academy – Bridging Stakeholders
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IP Academy – A National Initiative

• What does this really mean?

– Established by the Ministry of Law and the IP Office of 
Singapore.

– Company limited by guarantee (independence), not a 
government department or statutory board.

– Board Members (Governors) comprises major IP 
stakeholders including representatives from 

• the Ministry of Law, 
• the IP Office of Singapore, 
• government agencies, 
• institutes, 
• IP professionals, and
• industry.
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What was the role of the IP Office?

Inception and launch:

• Conceptualization of the IP Academy
• Obtaining stakeholder buy-in for

– Direction
– Support
– Funding
– Identification of management

• Assisting in operational set-up
• Support and collaboration with the IP Academy mainly co- 

ordinated through one department – Capability Development 
Department. 
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What is the role of the IP Office now?

Post launch:

• IPOS continues its work in public awareness programmes as well as 
specific intervention programmes for various sectors
– Providing supporting resources

• E.g., SCOPE IP – diagnostic tool
– Providing development assistance 

• IP management for internationalization
• IP management for SMEs

• The Capability Development Department now more involved in building 
up standards of IP capabilities & services e.g. through identification of 
key service sectors, gaps in local capabilities, intervention models for 
capability development.
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A Shift in Perspectives and Positions?

From “owner" to 
stake-holder, partner, client.

IP Office

IP Academy
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Different Models at Work

• Malaysia IP Training Centre
– Activities spearheaded by MyIPO (IP Office)

• Indonesian IP Academy
– Hosted by University Indonesia with some support by the 

DGIPR (IP Office)

• Intellectual Property Research Institute of Australia
– Seeded by IP Australia, hosted at University of Melbourne
– Still supported in part by IP Australia

• IP Academy (Singapore)
– Seeded by IPOS and MinLaw, supported by MinLaw
– Set-up as a non-profit company
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A Shift in Perspectives and Positions?

• Benefits:

1. Focused approach – IP education and training driven
2. Expansion into ‘non-traditional’ areas – boundaries 

stretching into business, finance; multidisciplinary.
3. Accountability – key performance indicators set by the 

Board (represents various stakeholder groups)
4. Revenue generation activities clearly separated. 

Reducing public expectation of ‘free, public service’ 
programmes. IP competencies have a market value.
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A Shift in Perspectives and Positions?

• Issues that may arise:

1. Confusion of roles – who does what? 
2. Why is an IP Academy involved in ‘non-IP’ areas
3. Resistance to fee-paying programmes
4. Defining working and financial arrangements between IP 

office and academy
• Preferred partner? Or another private entity?
• Sharing of policy and other potentially sensitive 

information.
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Working Relationships 
between IP Office and IP Academy

• Co-operation in programmes:
– IP Academy contracting IPOS staff to conduct IP 

programmes
– IPOS partnering IP Academy in outreach / public 

programmes.

• Co-operation in thought-leadership: 
– IPOS providing input to thought-leadership activities such as 

research.
– IP Academy providing support to undertake research or seed 

discussion in identified areas of interest.

• Both act as resources to activities of government agencies.
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Developments in Singapore

• Establishing standards in IP

– Identification of needed IP skill sets in various 
sectors

– Acceptance by stakeholders (industry, education 
and training providers)

– Roll-out of programmes that meet identified skill- 
sets
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Developments in Singapore
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Developments in Singapore

• IP as a business-relevant competency

– IP not just the purview of IP professionals.
– Recognition that in most companies, IP 

competencies cut across various functions and 
units.

– IP as seen from non-law perspectives
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Developments in Singapore

Foundation Skills



THANK YOU
The End
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